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A website can provide a powerful way for an organization to communicate with the 
public. Although organizations often place a large degree of effort in website creation, 
they typically neglect to consider ongoing maintenance, which is critical in an 
environment where content, technology, and people evolve. In this paper we conduct a 
redesign of the Durham County Public Library site. As with many organizations, the 
Library is short-staffed and their website suffers from outdated content, inconsistent 
design and poor navigation. Using the Library as a case study, we critique the original 
website, then propose a new design.  Our subsequent implementation and evaluation 
showed the new design conforms to W3C priority one accessibility guidelines, is ten 
times smaller, downloads ten times faster, and is easier to update. This case study lends 
further evidence as to the importance of a good web site design for ongoing maintenance.  
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1. Introduction 
 A website can provide a powerful way for an organization to communicate with 
the public. Websites can be victims or benefactors of the organization culture.  
Administrative priorities,  funding and staff are subject to change.  Do the funds and 
administration support ongoing maintenance of the website?  Is there sufficient in-house 
expertise to develop and run a website. How about access to the server and technology 
which is required?  Are the administration and staff supportive of the website and willing 
to make changes?  Without establishment of an efficient workflow, updates and content 
changes become difficult.  Roles must be defined and protocols must be set.  
Documentation, training, and quality control mechanisms should be put in place to ensure 
that content is presented consistently and remains current.   
 A good website requires strategic planning and thorough development, which 
may take some time. For example, the process of planning and developing the Phoenix 
Public Library website took over a year. The designers used mostly open source products 
and built the site from scratch to provide seamless integration. Klein (2004).  
  The process by which content is posted to the website can be problematic.  Some 
libraries post updates directly to the website.  Others libraries use a system such as Mock 
Web In Mock Web a copy of the site is updated, edited, and reviewed before the changes 
go live on the server. (White, 2003)   
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1.1 Content  
 Currency of content is extremely important, because accurate information instills 
user confidence.  What content should be included? Is the content fulfilling the goals of 
the website?  
 Just as librarians weed their book collections, a website also needs weeding.   
Rosenfeld & Morville (2002) addressed this issue, “Content analysis can be informal 
survey or detailed audit.  . . What’s in the site may not match the visions articulated by 
the strategy team and the opinion leaders.  You’ll need to identify and address these gaps 
between top-down vision and bottom-up reality.” (p. 221) 
 Content and design are separate issues in website development.  However, in 
reality, the majority of websites have tied content and design together into a hopeless 
tangle. For easier maintenance, consistency and accessibility it is necessary to separate 
the content from how it is presented.  This is accomplished through the use of style 
sheets, databases, and content management systems.  If content is stored separately from 
the presentation style, then making changes to either the design or the content becomes 
simple.  For example, a site’s style sheet assigns the background color of the website’s 
pages to blue. By making one change to one style sheet, the background color can be 
changed to green on every page of the site.  But, presentation is much more than colors. It 
includes the font types and sizes, how headings are displayed, how the content is 
arranged on the pages and with dynamic websites, even what content is displayed.  
 When content has been separated from its presentation markup, it is more easily 
updated. The content can also be reused within the site wherever it may be needed.  For 
example, King (2005) relates that "since our new Web site is largely database-driven, a 
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lot of information gathering is done automatically. For example, our marketing 
department regularly sends updates to the Calendar of Events section of our site. When 
the event is placed on the online calendar, it's also placed on the appropriate Subject 
Guide." (p.12) Therefore, this separation leads to a decrease in the production work 
needed to maintain the site.  
Separation of content and presentation makes the site accessible for disabled users 
through assistive technologies. Screen readers or voice browsers for visually impaired 
users work more efficiently when the styling is removed from the content.  Also, font 
sizes can be easily increased for users with low vision.  Content can be displayed on 
computers, cell phones, personal digital assistants (PDA) or other devices with web 
browser software.  The separation of content and presentation also reduces the risk of the 
site becoming obsolete when technology changes.  “Inappropriate design choices limit 
restylability. Communities that depend on a styling that is very different from that chosen 
are thus unable to use the content.” (Lilley, 2003, p.1) 
1.2 Content Management Systems (CMS) 
 Due to the amount and complexity of web content, content management systems 
(CMS) have become a necessity.  An expert in library technology, Breeding (2006), has 
found that web sites require constant updating and that data-base driven content 
management system are easier to maintain than static web pages.   
 But, how does a library decide if and when it should switch to a CMS? Guenther 
(2001) suggested implementing a Web Content Management System (WCM) to 
customize content, improve workflow, reduce workload due to repetitive tasks, control 
quality, cost, and enable the re-use of content for more than one purpose. (p. 84)  
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       Content management systems can range from a web editor like Macromedia 
Dreamweaver to Full Content Management Systems with integrated Web Services. There 
are many systems from which to choose and there are more systems in development 
including cutting-edge independent electronic resource management systems (ERMS). 
ERMS promise to integrate the complete library collection. However, since these systems 
are under development, some librarians are using home-grown solutions until the ERMS 
have proven themselves. (Owens, 2006) 
So, how does one choose which system to use? Guenther (2001) suggested 
focusing on three areas: the content management environment which includes the 
processes and people involved, the functionality requirements, and the library’s goals and 
strategy. 
1.3 Design 
 A successfully designed web site will optimize a user’s experience by eliminating 
user frustration with an intuitive interface and by enabling users to quickly and easily 
complete the task which has brought them to the site.  
 Ivory (2005), in her study of web design patterns pointed out that most web 
design guidelines have not been empirically validated and are “voluminous, vague, 
conflicting, or divorced from the context in which sites are being developed, thus making 
it difficult to apply.”(p. 465)  Fortunately, the empirical research that has been done on 
website design and usability has been summarized by the United States Department of 
Health and Human Services (USDHHS) in its 2006 publication, Research-Based Web 
and Usability Guidelines.   
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1.4 Visual Consistency 
A website must have a consistent look.  There should be no doubt as to what site 
is being displayed. The USDHHS (2006) research-based guidelines recommended the 
organization’s logo appear in a consistent location on all pages. In addition, Krug (2006) 
asserted that the logo or site ID “should have the attributes we would expect to see in a 
brand logo or the sign outside a store: a distinctive typeface, and a graphic that’s 
recognizable at any size from a button to a billboard.” (p. 64) The consistency of the site 
also extends to the use of persistent, global navigation which appears on every page in the 
same location.   
Visual consistency can be best achieved by separating the content from the 
presentation.  This can be done using HTML and CSS.  Using a single file each for 
header, navigation, and footer sections ensures this consistency. Each content page then 
contains server-side include scripts which add the same header, navigation, and footer to 
each page, thereby guaranteeing a consistent look and feel.  
1.5 Navigation 
Krug (2006), web usability expert states, “By making the hierarchy visible, 
navigation tells us what the site contains.  Navigation reveals content! And revealing the 
site may be even more important than guiding or situating us.” The lower-level 
navigation needs the same attention as the top-level navigation.  (p. 59)  
A well-designed navigation system can also help fulfill the USDHHS (2006) 
guideline of limiting the homepage to one screen (no scrolling) and providing users with 
ways to efficiently reduce available options. The guidelines also supported grouping 
navigation items together in the same easy to find location on every page, while also 
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clearly differentiating the navigation elements from each other. Additionally, the 
navigation should show clearly where the user is within the site. There should be some 
mechanism to enable users to know their location within the site.  However, Summers 
(2005) advised against using breadcrumbs.  Users do not always know to use 
breadcrumbs efficiently. USDHHS (2006) recommended letting the user know he has 
been by using color changes when a link has been visited. 
 Hyperlinks can be represented by text or graphics.  Some conventional cues 
internet users expect to see are underlined text, buttons and tabs.  The USDHHS (2006) 
guidelines advise, “Ensure that items that are not clickable do not have characteristics 
that suggest that they are clickable.”(p. 89) Also, if a link will take the user to a different 
website, there should an indication that the user will be leaving the site.
 Search should not be used as a substitute for efficient navigation. Since searching 
requires typing and spelling, it is difficult for users with lower literacy levels.  The query 
results page may have vocabulary beyond the skill of the user.  Some search engine 
results are also difficult for these users because the results are textual and are often just 
bits of text taken from the uncovered webpage.  (Summers, 2005) 
 Like search, indexes and sitemaps should not be substitutes for well-designed 
navigation.  However, Hedden (2006) supported indexes as a good solution for findability 
problems. In addition, the USDHHS (2006) guidelines supported the use of site maps for 
websites with many pages.
1.6 Accessibility 
 Ivory (2005) examined over 1,500 web sites and discovered, “The most glaring 
deficiency of web sites, even for highly rated interfaces, is their inadequate accessibility.” 
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(p. 493).  The United States Federal Law, Section 508, requires all federal agency 
websites to be accessible to everyone, including disabled people.   
About eight percent of the user population has a disability that may make the 
traditional use of a Web site very difficult or impossible. About four percent have 
vision-related disabilities, two percent have movement-related issues, one percent 
have hearing-related disabilities, and less than one percent have learning-related 
disabilities. (USDHHS, 2006, p. 23)  
 
Individuals with low-vision or blindness can use screen readers to access material.  
Screen readers speak aloud the source code of the webpage in a linear fashion, not 
scanning over areas of disinterest like someone who is visually perusing a web page.   
Therefore, the code of the site must be constructed so that it is screen reader friendly. 
Plessers (2005) explains, 
These screen readers cannot ‘see’ the structure of a web page or the intended 
meaning of the page objects. Consequently, no distinction between relevant and 
irrelevant information can be made (e.g., tables used for formatting versus tables 
containing relevant data; or images, such as bullets, used purely for presentation 
versus images conveying relevant schematics). Moreover, the visual cues used by 
(sighted) users to identify the semantics of the page objects are lost. For example, 
due to the visual organization a sighted user can (easily) detect a menu structure; a 
screen reader can only detect a collection of links, thereby losing the meaning of 
the concept menu. (p. 353) 
 
Writing source code that adheres to W3C standards is crucial to total site 
accessibility.  It is time-consuming to write valid code and some designers don’t see the 
necessity of doing so.  The majority of sites now on the web contain legacy code that is 
not up to standards.  Converting these sites to standards-compliant code is tedious.   
 The group, MACCAWS ... Making A Commercial Case for Adopting Web 
Standards, has published a list of compelling benefits for adoption of web standards that 
goes beyond accessibility, discussing flexibility and device independence, pages loading 
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more quickly and bandwidth usage lowered. (See Appendix C for the complete list and 
excellent explanations of the advantages of using web standards.)  
However, valid HTML code alone does not ensure success.  In order to improve 
accessibility and facilitate scanning of text, USDHHS (2006) recommended using plenty 
of descriptive, yet clear headings. It is also advised to use these heading in the 
appropriate HTML order. Appropriate HTML order refers to the relative importance of 
the headings.  Using the HTML order allows a person with assistive technology to get an 
outline of the page based on the headings and subheadings, h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6.  These 
headings are equivalent to the structure of an outline, I, 1, A . . . .  Using the proper 
HTML heading order also makes it easy to format headings consistently, since style rules 
can be applied to each heading type across the entire web site.  
Harper (2006) points out that the class and id attributes of Cascading Style Sheets 
(CSS) can be used as structural semantics.  For example, say a section within the source 
code has an id = ‘nav’.  This id signals code that is the navigation bar.  Screen readers can 
then skip this section of repetitive code rather than reading it on every page. 
Visually impaired, including colorblind individuals, may have trouble perceiving 
images and graphics, so the content of an image must be made available in other ways. 
Making the content of images available to those who cannot distinguish the image can be 
accomplished by using text equivalents for non-text objects. Ultimately it is best to only 
use an image when it is absolutely essential. (USDHHS, 2006) 
The USDHHS (2006) also recommended the assignment of a unique title to each 
page in the <head> section as an aid to assistive technology.  This unique heading is also 
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stored when a page is bookmarked by any user, therefore making it easier to identify the 
page for later use. 
1.7 Information Architecture  
Well-organized, logically structured web sites that make use of brief, 
unambiguous labels and intuitive navigation help users find information.  Well-built sites 
use a hierarchical directory structure, which is ultimately easier to maintain than a folder 
full of documents.  A site with good information architecture is like a well-organized, 
well-labeled filing cabinet.  The user can put their hand on information quickly and 
without frustration.  A poorly-architected site is like a desk stacked with papers. It is a 
frustrating, time-consuming task to find that piece of paper that need; you may even give 
up before you find it. 
 Summers & Summers (2005) recommended, “Keep pages, paragraphs, and 
sentences short.” (p. 13)  If longer pages cannot be avoided, the USDHHS (2006) 
guidelines  recommend, “On long pages, provide a ’list of contents’ with links that take 
users to the corresponding content farther down the page.”(p. 75) In this way, the user 
can see an outline of the page structure in one glance, and therefore choose the content 
most likely to suit their requirement without having to weed through extraneous 
information. 
 Some of the most difficult decisions in architecting a site are what labels to use 
and the order in which those labels should appear.  USDHHS (2006) has found that, 
“Labels must be clear and easy to understand.” Designers should “not use words that 
typical users may not understand” but rather “words that are frequently seen and heard.” 
(p. 86).  Care should be taken, “To make the labels long enough to be understood, but 
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short enough to minimize wrapping” (USDHHS, 2006, p. 96) “Determine if there is an 
order for items that will facilitate use of the Web site. If there is, ensure that the site is 
formatted to support that order, and that all pages follow the same order.  .  .  . Where no 
obvious order applies, organize lists alphabetically or numerically. Keep in mind that it is 
the user’s logic that should prevail rather than the designer’s logic.”(USDHHS, 2006, p. 
112).  Getting a handle on the user’s logic can be done by techniques such as card 
sorting, personas, scenarios, and user testing. 
How a person reads has a great effect on how well they can find information on 
the internet.  Knowledge of reading strategies can help designers reach the widest 
audience possible.  Summers & Summers (2005) has shed light on how reading strategies 
vary with literacy level and how a site can be optimized for the lower-literacy users and 
the reading strategies they typically employ. 
Higher-literacy users scan pages quickly to determine if the page holds the 
information they are looking for. However, “Scanning is hard for lower-literacy users. 
They can't grasp the structure of the page at a glance by reading headings and 
subheadings. They read every word.”(Summers & Summers, 2005, p. 6) Lower-literacy 
readers skip text rather than scan the content. “On longer pages with multiple paragraphs, 
the lower-literacy users would sometimes skip right over headings and lists in order to 
land in the middle of a paragraph.”( Summers & Summers, 2005, p. 7) Skipping is most 
often triggered by dense text, long paragraphs, long scrolling pages, numbers within text, 
and difficult words. To increase reading comprehension and produce pages that can be 
easily scanned, use short sentences or phrases and limit the number of sentences in 
paragraphs in order.  Lists should be easy to scan and should include a heading at the top 
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of the list. Here Summers & Summers (2005) revealed the why behind these important 
research-backed design recommendations: 
Lower literacy users and some older users are less able to pay attention to 
cues about what might be coming up or remember where they came from because 
processing the text itself takes so much cognitive attention. As a result, they have 
an especially narrow field of view - as they move through page content, they are 
not ‘looking’ ahead or behind, so they are not likely to notice any content above, 
below, or to the sides of their focus of attention. 
Given this narrow field of view, it is particularly crucial that headings 
make sense out of context, and that pages make sense independently. Even 
adjacent paragraphs should be as independent as possible. If paragraphs cannot be 
understood without remembering the content of the previous paragraph, some 
low-literacy users are likely to be walk away with misinformation. 
Lower-literacy users had more success on sites that kept their content 
short and to the point, but even on these sites they stopped reading long before 
their more literate counterparts. The most important information needs to appear 
first in its context - whether on a page, in a paragraph, or in a list. 
Some low-literacy users tried to minimize the amount of reading they 
would have to do by focusing on finding links instead of reading content. These 
users skipped from link to link throughout the site, often ignoring page content 
completely. When asked, they said they were hoping to arrive at more focused 
information. Users who relied on this strategy sometimes landed on pages with 
their desired content but did not see it.  (p. 6) 
  
1.8 Evaluation 
Research does not support any one best method of evaluating a web site.  Even 
studies that have tested the same method using different instruments conclude that what 
may be the superior instrument for one site will not be the best for a different site. Jaeger 
(2006) found that a combination of complimentary evaluation methods affords the best 
site assessment.   
Five evaluation methods are discussed here: heuristic (expert) evaluation, 
usability testing, cognitive walkthrough with user scenarios, automated accessibility 
checking, and W3C standards validation. 
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A heuristic evaluation requires a usability expert to assess the site.  Of course, 
using several experts working independently of one another will yield the best results.  
Covey (2002), in her work, Usage and Usability Assessment: Library Practices and 
Concerns, describes and reviews a variety of assessment methods.  She stated, “Heuristic 
evaluations have several advantages over other methods for studying user interfaces. No 
participants need to be recruited. The method is inexpensive, and applying even a few 
principles can yield significant results.” She adds that these expert evaluations should not 
be “replacements for formal testing with users, but they are fruitful, inexpensive ways to 
improve interface design.” (p. 1)  
Usability testing with actual users can expose significant weaknesses and 
strengths of the site.  However, this method requires more resources and time than any of 
the other methods describe her. 
Jong’s (2006) research concluded, “The scenario evaluation instrument seems to 
be a promising new leaf to the branch of expert-focused evaluation methods.  The method 
facilitates the detection of large numbers of user problems in municipal web sites.” (p. 
203). In the scenario evaluation, experts take a cognitive walkthrough of the site 
performing typical tasks from the user’s perspective as presented in the scenario.  Jong 
(2006) said using the scenario evaluation approach may be a first step in drawing 
attention to the user-friendliness of a site. (p. 204) 
Automated accessibility checkers are a quick way to discover if accessibility 
standards or rules have been broken.  These tools are not perfect and to realize their full 
potential, human inspection of the page is also required. Lauke (2006) cautioned that 
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these checkers are not the complete answer but they are useful tools. Two examples of 
automated checkers are Watchfire’s WebXact (2007) and HiSoftware’s Cynthia (2007).  
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) develops the standards for web 
technology.  A web site that passes validation with the W3C automated validation tool is 
on its way to being an accessible site.  Ideally, a site’s content is coded with eXtensible 
Hypertext Markup Language (XHTML), a more exacting form of HTML.  The format or 
presentation of the content is handled with Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), which can be 
in a file totally separate from the page’s content.  The W3C validator confirms that the 
site adheres to the standards set by The Consortium. If the site does not conform to the 
standards, a list of errors which caused it to fail and the probable causes of these errors 
will be displayed. 
2. Methods and Materials 
 My goal in this project is to make the Durham County Public Library Website 
user-friendly, update the website content, and provide for more efficient site 
maintenance.  My redesign strategy is to conduct a literature review to identify best 
practice, critique the original website, propose a new design, implement and evaluate the 
new design. 
2.1 Conduct Literature Review 
 The literature review in this paper’s introduction is the first step in the redesign 
process. Best practices and empirically proven guidelines are the foundation for this re-
design. The most influential piece of literature is the United States Department of Health 
and Human Services Research-Based Guidelines (2006).  These recently updated 
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guidelines are developed from thorough review of empirical research and include 
citations from more than 400 studies.  
 In addition to the articles collected specifically for this project, the first author 
drew on material in SILS courses and existing websites. With the help of Dowling’s 
(2006) web site, Libraries on the Web, we visit  public library websites to see state of the 
art, or in some cases, state of decay in website design.  Libraries on the Web is an 
excellent resource with links to thousands of library websites across the United States and 
around the world. 
2.2 Key Criterion for New Design 
 As shown in Section 1, the characteristics of a good web design are many and 
varied. Based on conversations with key personnel, during my Field Experience at the 
Durham Public Library in the 2006 fall semester, and during the writing of this Masters 
Paper, I identified the following critical criterion for this web site redesign project. 
• Visual consistency 
• Efficient maintenance 
• Hierarchical information architecture 
• Persistent, content-revealing global navigation 
• Separation of content from presentation 
• Adherence to accessibility guidelines 
2.3 Implement the New Design 
As with any existing website, the Durham Public Libraries web site already has 
existing technical infrastructure. The first step in the redesign is to identify which 
technologies the new design should incorporate. The first decision is if the redesign 
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should use the Serena Collage CMS, which is available through the Durham County 
Government or to craft a home-grown CMS. The CMS will ensure visual consistency 
across the site. Once that CMS decision is made, new information architecture, 
navigation, and designing for accessibility are approached using the research-backed 
guidelines described above. Some workflow issues, such as the use of an event calendar, 
are also addressed in the redesign.  Other, larger workflow issues must be handled by the 
Durham County Public Library Administration and the Durham County Government IT 
Department, since these are issues dealing with library staff obtaining and keeping access 
to the server. 
The Library’s website is on a County Government Server which is administered 
by the County IT Department.  The County Government uses the Serena Collage Content 
Management System for its web site.  It is possible for the library to assimilate its content 
into the Serena Collage CMS.    
 One advantage of moving to the Serena Collage CMS is improved workflow 
where contributors update content through an editor in a web interface. The CMS allows 
for a review and approval process, version cacheing, and contribution logs. The CMS 
publishes all approved contributions to the server once each day at the same time. 
A major disadvantage to using Serena Collage is that the library must use the 
Durham County template, thereby losing screen real estate to county headers, bulletins, 
and footers. Using this template also adds more navigation than is necessary for someone 
who just wants to use the library website. Menus within the CMS allow for only the first 
and second levels of a hierarchy.  Therefore, drill-down hierarchy cannot be used. The 
library would not have its own website with its own branding, but would be a subset 
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within the county website. In the future this may limit the integration of library-specific 
web services into the website.  
Another CMS option is to create a template for the content section of the web 
pages, and separate files for the header, footer, navigation, CSS, and scripts.  This would 
simplify content management and ensure visual and navigational consistency.  
The disadvantages of moving the library’s site into Serena Collage outweigh the 
advantages at this time.  We will not utilize the Serena Collage CMS. However, should 
the library decide to use the Serena Collage CMS in the future, the work done during the 
course of this project would ease that transition.  Before implementation of any new 
CMS, Clyman (2002) recommended preparing the site by organizing the content and 
cleaning up the HTML code. This organization and clean-up is a major focus of this 
redesign project. 
2.4 Evaluation 
 Two evaluation criterion will be used to evaluate the web page redesign. The first 
will include an evaluation based on W3C standards, W3C Web Content Accessibility 
Guidelines (WCAG), and Section 508 compliance using these automated evaluation 
tools: Cynthia (HiSoftware, 2007), WebXact (Watchfire, 2007) and the W3C Markup 
Validation Service (W3C, 2007). 
 Library staff will participate in the second evaluation, which will use a modified 
version of the scenario evaluation method used by Jong (2006). The evaluation 
instrument (Appendix D) includes three scenarios with three information-seeking tasks 
per scenario.  Two members of the library staff will perform the cognitive walkthrough 
with the user scenarios and indicate their percent agreement with statements about the 
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walkthrough.  They will also rate the original and new designs for visual consistency, 
navigation, and findability on a scale of 1-10, where ten is the best rating. 
3. Original Web Site Critique 
The first author conducted a qualitative evaluation of the original Durham County 
Public Library Website, concentrating on the following areas: information architecture, 
navigation, visual consistency, accessibility, and workflow. A quantitative evaluation of 
the home page is done to determine adherence to W3C standards, W3C Web Content 
Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG), and Section 508 compliance using these automated 
tools: Cynthia (HiSoftware, 2007), WebXact (Watchfire, 2007) and the W3C Markup 
Validation Service (W3C, 2007). 
3.1 Information architecture 
The site contains a wealth of information.  There are more than 200 web pages 
including an extensive internet reference collection and reader’s advisory. Unfortunately, 
the information architecture is inconsistent because the site suffers from uncontrolled 
growth, where staff and volunteers add new sections to the site when they have the time 
and skills necessary. 
Some parts of the web site are cohesive separate entities, well-designed and 
maintained by volunteers, each with its own look and feel.  For example, the North 
Carolina Collection (NCC) (Figure 5) uses a visually consistent design within the 
collection’s pages. It also includes a well-built, persistent navigation menu at the bottom 
of each of the NCC pages.  The history of the library (Figure 4) is also very well 
presented, with clear, consistent navigation. Durham postcards, a wonderful searchable 
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database of historic pictures is also very well done and is maintained by volunteers on a 
separate server.   
Unfortunately, one of the biggest problems of the website, poor findability, can 
leave these wonderful resources unused; patrons cannot get an overall picture of what is 
on the site because it lacks hierarchical organization and global navigation. Therefore, 
sections of the site can only be found by returning repeatedly to the home page to 
investigate another link.  There is no site map, index, or search to aid users. The extreme 
example of poor findability is a page that is not linked in any way to the rest of the web 
site, the Young Adult blog which exists, but one would never know it by visiting the 
library’s web site. 
 Usability issues were also uncovered during the heuristic evaluation. For example, 
words, such as ‘acquisition’, ‘query’ and ‘reader’s advisory’, are unusual for the average 
person. The catalog directions (Figure 8) are confusing and outdated.  Some sentences are 
written completely in upper case letters. This inappropriate use of capitalization 
negatively affects readability. (USDHHS, 2006) 
3.2 Navigation 
 The USDHHS guidelines recommend that web site designs include global 
navigation, which is lacking in the original design and is the most serious problem. There 
are excessive menu items on the home page with links on the left, right, top, and bottom.  
The page is long and requires scrolling, as do most of the site’s pages. The navigation 
menu exists only on the home page and most of the other pages only navigation is a link 
at the bottom of each page back to the home page.  
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  On a webpage, a conventional signal for a hyperlink is underlined text, but on the 
children's reading list pages, book titles are underlined.  The image of a wizard and a box 
marked ‘Featured Links!’ on the children’s page (Figure 2) look clickable, but are not. 
On the home page (Figure 1), a hyperlinked image of a card catalog drawer does not 
carry any meaning for younger users who have never seen a card catalog.  
Figure 1.  Home Page                             Figure 2. Children’s Page    
    
 
 Since links to external websites open in the same browser window, rather than a 
new window, it is possible a user could leave the website and not realize it.  There are 
also broken links scattered throughout the site, with a median of two broken links per 
page.   
Visual inconsistency within the site is an obvious weakness.  The site lacks 
cohesiveness and continuity. The lack of consistent branding makes it difficult for the 
user to know what web site they are on.  The most obvious inconsistency is the home 
page (Figure 1). It is completely different from all other pages.  Figures 1 through 12 are 
screen shots from the original site which showcase the variety of designs used within the 
site. (Figures 1 through 12) 
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Figure 3. Reference NCLIVE                   Figure 4. Library History 
     
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. NC Collection                    Figure 6. About 
    
 
 
 
Figure 7.  Outreach                  Figure 8. Catalog  
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Figure 9. Horizon                  Figure 10. Manuscripts 
    
 
Figure 11. Genealogy             Figure 12. Historic Sites 
    
 
 
3.3 Accessibility 
 A site cannot be accessible if it does not adhere to web standards. The invalid 
legacy code throughout the site is detrimental to accessibility. The home page failed 
Cynthia in Section 508 compliance and W3C WCAG Priority 1. (See appendix A for 
error list and explanations).  It also failed W3C HTML validation with 87 errors.     
3.4 Workflow 
 Library staff does not have direct access to the server that holds the web site. 
Updates must be done through the County IT Department. Figure 13 illustrates the 
process for updating web site content. 
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Figure 13. Original Web Site Update Process 
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 This inefficient workflow and more importantly, the lack of a dedicated staff with 
server access to maintain and update the web site, has lead to outdated, incorrect and 
missing information.  Some pages have not been updated since 2001 and there are pages 
for branch locations that no longer exist.   Events and programs that have occurred 
months ago are advertised as if they were upcoming events.  There is a link to the 
bookmobile schedule, but there is no schedule there.  The site is littered with broken links 
due to lack of server access to repair them. The NC Live logo (Figure 3) is outdated and 
is no longer used by the NC Live databases. Even the library logo itself is outdated.  
(Figure 9 uses the current 2007 library logo.)  
  It is the goal of this project to lessen the impact of these conditions, making the 
site more user-friendly and providing for more efficient site maintenance. 
4. Proposed Design 
 The first challenge in the re-design is to gain access to the server. Once access is 
gained, outdated information and broken links will be purged and content updated.  
However, to go only this far in updating the site is like using duct tape to hold a failing 
car together. To truly “fix” the website requires improving the workflow to update the 
site and to make the site itself more user-friendly. To meet this challenge, I reconstructed 
the information architecture, devised a global navigation system, ensured visual 
consistency across the website, and improved accessibility. This redesign project is not a 
“destructive act of creation” (Rosenfeld & Morville, 2002, p. 316), but rather a step 
forward that utilizes the existing wealth of content from the original site by providing a 
cohesive structure that will greatly improve the findability of information and resources. 
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 The redesign of the Durham County Public Library’s web site can be broken 
down into three major areas:  information architecture, navigation, and visual 
consistency.  All three of these areas are key to accessibility by disabled individuals using 
assistive technologies. 
 4.1 Information Architecture 
 In his classic work, The Magical Number Seven, Plus or Minus Two: Some Limits 
on Our Capacity for Processing Information, Miller (1956) summarized the “span of 
absolute judgment and the span of immediate memory impose severe limitations on the 
amount of information that we are able to receive, process, and remember.”  Miller was 
first to quantify the limit of human information processing capacity at seven items, plus 
or minus two. 
 Therefore, the navigation on each page of the redesigned site includes seven 
categories (About, Locations & Hours, Services, Reference, Programs & Events, Policies, 
and Communities) plus two utilities (catalog and calendar) on every page.  Figure 14 
shows the new site architecture. Appendix E shows an enlarged site diagram including 
file names. 
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Figure 14. Diagram of Redesigned Web Site Architecture 
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To separate presentation and content, it will be necessary to change the variety of 
HTML table-based design layouts found throughout the site to a CSS layout.  Each page 
will then include a reference in its code to use the external CSS file.  Figure 15 illustrated 
how a page is assembled beginning with the content page and ending with the complete 
web page in the browser window.  Figure 16 shows the site interface with content, 
header, menu, and footer sections outlined in red to demonstrate this assembly. 
 
 
 
Figure 15. Assembly of redesigned web page using CSS, PHP, and JS. 
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Figure 16. Redesigned page assembled by php scripts: content, header, menu and 
footer sections outlined in red. 
 
 
 The first author assembled and tested the new architecture and design on the 
server at UNC’s School of Library and Information Science. She then transferred the site 
to the Durham County Government server.  The original design utilizes ‘.html’ and ‘.htm’ 
file names.   The pages of the new design are ‘.php’. Therefore, they are easily moved to 
the county’s server without being deployed. It is not until the last file, the newly designed 
home page, ‘index.php’, is moved, that the new design is live.  The new home page, 
‘index.php’, supersedes the original home page, ‘index.htm’, and the original home page 
is archived. 
4.2 Navigation 
 The persistent hierarchical drill-down menu which utilizes Javascript reveals the 
site content. This navigation gives the user of sense of what type of information is 
available on the site and affords improved findability. The horizontal navigation includes 
7 categories - About, Locations & Hours, Services, Reference, Programs & Events, 
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Policies, Community. There is also a link to Home and a link to the Durham County 
Government’s web site in the header. The footer has these same categories. Additionally, 
there are 2 high-traffic links on every page’s upper right corner – Catalog and Calendar.  
The boxed, vertical menu on the left below the navigation changes to correspond to the 
navigation category displayed on the screen.  
4.3 Implementation 
 The content of each page is in a file separate from the header, footer, menu, style 
sheets, and scripts, so the graphic designer need only look at the content rather than the 
page structure. The new design allows for efficient site maintenance and is easier to edit 
than the original legacy code because there is no need to wade through repetitive 
navigational code, scripts, or HTML formatting tags. The new code shown in Figure 17 
and the original code shown in Figure 18 illustrate the degree to which structure can add 
to the complexity of a web page.  
Figure 17. New design - source code for portion of table on av/newacq.php    
 <table width="98%" border="1" cellpadding="8"> 
  <tr> 
   <td width="15%"><b>Format</b></td> 
   <td width="34%"><b>Author</b></td> 
   <td><b>Title</b></td> 
  </tr> 
  <tr> 
   <td>CD</td> 
   <td>BOCELLI, ANDREA</td> 
   <td>AMORE</td> 
  </tr> 
 
 
Figure 18. Original design - source code for portion of table on av/newacq.html 
<tr style='mso-yfti-irow:2;height:13.5pt;mso-row-margin-left:1.36%;mso-row-margin-right:21.84%'> 
  <td style='mso-cell-special:placeholder;border:none;padding:0in 0in 0in 0in'width="1%"> 
<p class='MsoNormal'></td> 
  <td width="10%" nowrap valign=bottom style='width:10.98%;border:solid black 1.0pt; 
  mso-border-alt:solid black .5pt;background:silver;padding:0in 5.4pt 0in 5.4pt; height:13.5pt'> 
  <p class=MsoNormal align=center style='text-align:center'><span 
  style='font-size:10.0pt;font-family:Arial;color:black'>Format<o:p></o:p></span></p> 
  </td> 
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  <td width="31%" nowrap valign=bottom style='width:31.76%;border:solid black 1.0pt; 
  border-left:none;mso-border-top-alt:solid black .5pt;mso-border-bottom-alt:solid black .5pt; 
mso-border-right-alt:solid black .5pt;background:silver; padding:0in 5.4pt 0in 5.4pt;height:13.5pt'> 
  <p class=MsoNormal align=center style='text-align:center'><span 
  style='font-size:10.0pt;font-family:Arial;color:black'>Author<o:p></o:p></span></p> 
  </td> 
  <td width="34%" nowrap colspan=2 valign=bottom style='width:34.06%; 
  border:solid black 1.0pt;border-left:none;mso-border-top-alt:solid black .5pt; 
  mso-border-bottom-alt:solid black .5pt;mso-border-right-alt:solid black .5pt; 
  background:silver;padding:0in 5.4pt 0in 5.4pt;height:13.5pt'> 
  <p class=MsoNormal align=center style='text-align:center'><span 
  style='font-size:10.0pt;font-family:Arial;color:black'>Title<o:p></o:p></span></p> 
  </td> 
  <td style='mso-cell-special:placeholder;border:none;padding:0in 0in 0in 0in' width="21%"><p 
class='MsoNormal'></td> 
 </tr> 
 <tr style='mso-yfti-irow:3;height:13.5pt;mso-row-margin-left:1.36%;mso-row-margin-right: 
  21.84%;mso-height-source:userset'> 
  <td style='mso-cell-special:placeholder;border:none;padding:0in 0in 0in 0in'width="1%"><p 
class='MsoNormal'></td> 
  <td width="10%" valign=bottom style='width:10.98%;border:solid silver 1.0pt; 
  border-top:none;mso-border-top-alt:solid silver .5pt;mso-border-alt:solid silver .5pt; 
  padding:0in 5.4pt 0in 5.4pt;height:13.5pt'> 
  <p class=MsoNormal><span style='font-size:10.0pt;font-family:Arial; 
  color:black'>CD<o:p></o:p></span></p> 
  </td> 
  <td width="31%" valign=bottom style='width:31.76%;border-top:none;border-left: 
  none;border-bottom:solid silver 1.0pt;border-right:solid silver 1.0pt; 
  mso-border-top-alt:solid silver .5pt;mso-border-top-alt:solid silver .5pt; 
  mso-border-bottom-alt:solid silver .5pt;mso-border-right-alt:solid silver .5pt; 
  padding:0in 5.4pt 0in 5.4pt;height:13.5pt'> 
  <p class=MsoNormal><span style='font-size:10.0pt;font-family:Arial; 
  color:black'>BOCELLI, ANDREA<o:p></o:p></span></p> 
  </td> 
  <td width="34%" colspan=2 valign=bottom style='width:34.06%;border-top:none; 
  border-left:none;border-bottom:solid silver 1.0pt;border-right:solid silver 1.0pt; 
  mso-border-top-alt:solid silver .5pt;mso-border-top-alt:solid silver .5pt; 
  mso-border-bottom-alt:solid silver .5pt;mso-border-right-alt:solid silver .5pt; 
  padding:0in 5.4pt 0in 5.4pt;height:13.5pt'> 
  <p class=MsoNormal><span style='font-size:10.0pt;font-family:Arial; 
  color:black'>AMORE<o:p></o:p></span></p> 
  </td> 
  <td style='mso-cell-special:placeholder;border:none;padding:0in 0in 0in 0in' 
  width="21%"><p class='MsoNormal'></td> 
 </tr> 
 <tr style='mso-yfti-irow:4;height:13.5pt;mso-row-margin-left:1.36%;mso-row-margin-right: 
  21.84%;mso-height-source:userset'> 
  <td style='mso-cell-special:placeholder;border:none;padding:0in 0in 0in 0in' 
  width="1%"><p class='MsoNormal'></td> 
 
The redesign uses php to assemble the header, footer and content. This ensures 
consistent branding and navigation by allowing site-wide changes, that is, changes made 
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to the styling of the entire site, or the navigation, by changing only CSS files, one header 
file or one footer file.  The Graphic Designer cannot accidentally make a change to the 
basic design of a page.  She can change only the content specific to one particular page.  
This empowers the Graphic Designer to make changes without the fear of ‘messing up 
the site’. This structure also enables the graphic designer to create and evaluate 
alternative designs and thus arrive at a design that best meets the needs of the website’s 
user population. 
In addition to making the site easier to maintain than the current site, the file size 
of the re-designed pages are 10 times smaller than the legacy code. This makes the files 
faster to download and faster to update.  For example, the new design for the page, 
‘av/newacq.php’, has 1,637 lines of code for a total file size of 67 KB.  The original 
design for the same page, ‘av/newacq.html’ has 12,555 lines of code for a total file size 
of 709 KB. Figures 17 and 18 also illustrate the reduction in file size. 
The event calendar has a web-interface editor to which the Graphic Designer has 
access; updating does not require coding knowledge.  The remainder of the site can only 
be accessed through a direct connection to the server through the county government 
intranet. The security is maintained by the County Government IT Department. 
 The Library Director has made a request to the County Government’s Human 
Resources Department to create a new position for a library webmaster.  In the meantime, 
the library’s Graphic Designer, who has HTML coding skills, has been given direct and 
complete access to the library’s directories on the county server.  She has been given this 
document and has been trained to update the new design through the county server’s 
remote access using Dreamweaver and SmartFTP.  She is thrilled with the simple update 
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process and her new ability to make instant updates to the site.  She is also relieved that 
there is no way for her to accidentally edit the header, footer, or navigation. Workflow is 
greatly improved by removing the County IT Department, its Help Desk and its Systems 
Analyst from the process.  The time span between a librarian requesting a simple change 
and that change being propagated to the site has been reduced from several days to as 
little as several minutes. The improved update process workflow is shown in Figure 19. 
 
Figure 19. Revised Workflow 
 
 
 
The revised architecture (Figure 14) has a hierarchical organization with 
appropriate directory structures.  Appendix A is a complete listing of the server directory 
structure and includes the files and directory structures left over from the original design 
as well as the newly designed files.  Some of the original files have been archived in the 
directory, ‘archived’. 
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4.3.1 Accessibility.  
 Long pages, such as the reference pages have a list of page contents at the top of 
the page with links to anchors further down the page. ‘Return to top’ links are included at 
the bottom of each of the content sections on these pages.  
 More than 150 web pages are completely recoded by hand in XHTML and CSS 
code.  Many of the pages validate in XHTML and CSS with the W3C validator.  Time 
constraints did not allow validation of every page.  However, even those pages which do 
not validate have greatly improved accessibility. 
 Other details that have been included to improve accessibility are unique page 
titles within the <head> section of each page and text equivalents (alt tags) for all images.  
Descriptive headings appear in the appropriate HTML order.  These details allow users of 
assistive technology to access descriptions of images on the page and an outline of the 
page’s content. 
Low-vision users needing larger text sizes are also accommodated. Text size can 
be adjusted by the user through options found under ‘View’ in the browser’s menu. Since 
the content area text sizes and distances are specified in ‘ems’ or ‘percentages’ rather 
than specific pixel sizes, the text can be increased when needed, yet the content is still 
perfectly formatted    
4.3.2 Visual Consistency.  
 The use of PHP include scripts ensures consistency throughout the site.  The 
header, navigation and footer are identical on every page.  XHTML semantic markup 
makes use of class attributes, thereby ensuring that similar elements across the web site 
will be styled consistently because that styling is controlled through an external CSS file. 
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Figure 20 shows a page with additional markings in red to demonstrate how the 
HTML markup and CSS are related. 
Figure 20. Portion of redesigned web page with semantic markup annotations. 
 
 
In the source code of the page in Figure 13, the h1 element is XHTML coded:  
 
<h1>Reference</h1>   
 
In the CSS file that applies to the entire website, the content h1 has these 
attributes: 
h1 {margin: 0px 0px 4px 0px; 
 padding: 5px; 
 font-size: 1.5em; 
 text-align: center; 
 color: #000065} 
 
Therefore, all text marked with <h1> has these exact same attributes.  If the 
designer requires a change the attribute can be changed once in the CSS file, and the 
change will take effect throughout the entire site. 
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Classes are added to some elements so that specific element can be styled in a 
different fashion. In this example, a class is assigned to the h3 heading ‘Directories’.  The 
HTML for ‘Directories’ on that page is:  
<td class="heading"><h3>Directories</h3></td> 
 
The CSS file contains this code: 
 
td.heading {background: #26769b;  
  text-align: center;  
  color: white} 
 
In any table cell marked with the class = “heading”, the background color will be 
blue (#26769b) and the text will be colored white and centered.  Again this can be easily 
changed across the entire website by changing the one CSS file. 
4.4 Evaluation 
 The author conducted quantitative and qualitative evaluations of the new design. 
4.4.1 Automated Analysis. 
 I used Cynthia Automated Verification, W3C HTML Validation and WebXact to 
evaluate the site for adherence to W3C standards, W3C Web Content Accessibility 
Guidelines (WCAG), and Section 508 compliance. 
 The original home page failed Cynthia Automated Verification (See appendix for 
error list and explanations). The re-designed home page passed Cynthia Automated 
Verification Section 508 and W3C WCAG Priority 1. The original home page failed 
W3C HTML validation with 87 errors.  The redesigned home page failed HTML 
validation with only 9 errors.  All errors in the redesigned home page are due to the 
nature of  PHP includes used in the web page. 
 Figure 21 shows a summary of the WebXact evaluation.  Note the new home page 
total download is 12 times smaller and faster than the original home page total download.  
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Figure 21.  WebXact Automated Analysis Summary 
 Original Site Home Page Redesigned Site Home Page 
File size (kB)   12.02       21.35 
Total download size (kB) 523.17  45.50 
Total download time  
(seconds, with 56.6 connection) 00:01:15 00:00:06 
Metadata – title Durham County Library Home Page Durham County Library Home Page 
Metadata – description -- Home page of the Durham County Public Library, Durham NC 
Metadata – keywords -- Library, Durham, Public 
Images 11 1 
Content Defect - Broken Links 2 0 
Search & Navigation – 
elements missing alt text 8 0 
Page efficiency – 
elements missing height & 
width attributes 
0 1 
Accessibility – priority 1 2 types, 12 instances 0 
Accessibility – priority 2 2 types, 17 instances 1 type, 3 instances 
Accessibility – priority 3 3 types, 21 instances 1 type, 1 instance 
Page Links out 54 138 
 
 
4.4.2 Qualitative Evaluation. 
 The first author conducted a qualitative evaluation using the cognitive 
walkthrough shown in Appendix D. The first staff member completed all nine tasks 
within one or two clicks from the home page. The second staff member complete six out 
of the nine tasks within one or two clicks from the home page but had difficulty 
completing task A2 and was unable to complete task B2 and C3.  This evaluator 
recommended the addition of a “don’t find what you’re looking for?” tool and a search 
feature.  Figures 22 and 23 summarize page two of the evaluation instrument shown in 
Appendix D. 
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Figure 22:  Evaluators’ percent agreement with statements in evaluation 
instrument, Items 4-6.   
Statement: Evaluator 1 Evaluator 2 
It is clear on the homepage what would be the best first link to 
choose. 90-100% 75-89% 
There is a clear and efficient route between the homepage and the 
information needed. 90-100% 75-89% 
Information is correct. 90-100% 90-100% 
Information is current. 90-100% 50-74% 
 
 
Figure 23:  Median ratings of before and after versions of 
web site.  (Scale 1 - 10, 1 = poor, 10 = excellent) 
Criteria: Original Design New Design 
Visual 
consistenc :
2.5 9.5 
Navigation: 3 9.5 
Findability 3 9.5 
 
Although not a part of the official evaluation, the library staff made the following 
comments about the redesigned site: 
The web site looks fabulous!!  
Thank you 1000% for fixing up our website! 
It is so wonderful to see the library pages updated and looking good. . . 
The new website looks sooooo much better! 
It is so great to have everything updated!  I like the links across the top.  I think  
that will make it easier for the public to find things.  And I like the side bar 
links on the Location & Hours pages and the Reference pages. 
The home page is much simpler--just so much better. 
Thanks for our website’s re-design. It is refreshing and I commend you! 
 
5. Discussion and Future Work 
 Ideally, one would begin a web site redesign with a detailed analysis of the goals 
of the website, needs of the users and thorough usability testing.  However, due to time 
constraints and the existing site being in a neglected state with a variety of legacy code, it 
was possible to make significant improvement to site usability during the three-month 
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time-span of the project without the detailed analysis that is ideal. After a heuristic 
evaluation it was determined that the greatest detriment to the currency of the site was the 
lack of server access by library staff. That part of the problem has been solved by getting 
direct server access for the library’s Graphic Designer.  Adding a staff member dedicated 
to web site maintenance and development would significantly affect the quality of the 
site; this issue is in the process of being resolved by the library administration. 
 The most significant and powerful change to the design of the site is the addition 
of a global navigation system.  In the process of developing this persistent navigation, 
other problems were solved. The information architecture was restructured in a 
hierarchical fashion to enable the global navigation system.  The home-grown content 
management system separated individual page content from the header, menus, and 
styling of the content, thereby insuring the visual consistency of the site. In order to 
enable the separation of the content from its styling, legacy code was converted to more 
accessible code.  Most of the pages have been completely transformed to HTML valid 
code.  Time constraints did not allow for the complete translation of all legacy code to 
valid code.  However, the redesigned pages which are not validated use accessible 
tableless layouts and the code conversion is sufficient to allow the CSS to apply styling 
correctly, maintaining that visual consistency across the web site.  
 The exception to this redesign is the NC Collection pages which remain 
untouched. These pages are functional as they were and are, and their transformation was 
beyond the scope of this project. 
Access to the server was planned to begin January 2nd.  However, due to a variety 
of problems obtaining remote access to the server through the county intranet combined 
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with communication delays with county IT staff, access to the live web site did not begin 
until February 27th.  During the two month delay in obtaining access to the library’s 
server, the new design was assembled and tested on the UNC SILS server. The new site 
design was reviewed with the library’s marketing team on March 6th and approval was 
obtained to deploy the new site design. The new design was launched March 20th at 
http://www.durhamcountylibrary.org.  Library staff double-checked the site and sent in 
corrections and updates that needed to be done. These corrections were completed by 
March 30th. The library staff is very pleased with the repair of broken links, the deletion 
of old content and the new look and feel of the site.   
 A significant improvement has been made to the web site and the library has been 
supplied with this documentation to assist in moving forward with the site. Much of the 
new code is W3C valid.  However, some legacy code remains, should be removed, and 
the pages validated.  Adhering to the W3C standards will ensure forward-compatibility as 
new browser versions are developed as well as afford increased accessibility.  
 Some pages of the old site design remain.  They can be accessed from the new 
site design.  However, they lack the visual consistency and navigation of the rest of the 
site. These pages need to be recoded into the new design: Programs & Events, Children’s 
Programs, and News.  
 To increase findability, the designer should add an index and search capabilities. 
Rewriting some of the text content, such as changing the  reading level of the text, 
making the text shorter, and using more common phrases would make the content better 
suited to the web environment than paper.  There are still some gaps in the currency of 
content. The policy pages and bookmobile schedule need to be updated. However, the 
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appropriate library departments must generate the content before the designer can add it 
to the page.    
 Most importantly, a usability study should be completed. Representative users 
should include both library staff and patrons. 
6. Conclusions 
 This case study lends further evidence to the importance of good web site design 
and in separating data from layout. When redesigning a web site, server access is the first 
priority, for the designer and for the continued site maintenance once the redesign is 
deployed.  It is crucial to have the support of the library administration, staff, and the 
county IT department. Once the redesign is complete, the staff responsible for the site 
should be supplied with documentation and training to maintain the site. Ultimately, the 
completion of the web site redesign should not be considered the end, but rather the 
beginning of a user-friendly, well-maintained web site. 
 The actual conversion of web pages from legacy HTML to valid XHTML with 
external CSS files is a tedious task. Tools for converting legacy code into HTML, such as 
HTML Tidy, are available, but correct only some problems. In the process of converting 
code, a decision must be made on how to eliminate the bad code, with automated tools, 
manually, or to start over from scratch with plain text. Starting from scratch may be the 
best choice for pages with table layouts and for pages where an HTML editor has inserted 
excessive formatting.  
 On the usability front there is an Automated Cognitive Web Walkthrough tool 
being developed and tested (Brown, 2007). When time constraints do not allow for user 
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testing, this type of automated walkthrough could be helpful or it could be used in 
conjunction with user testing for a more comprehensive site assessment.   
 Use of tools such as WebXact for testing adherence to W3C Web Content 
Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) and Section 508 compliance are invaluable.  However, 
these tools are not perfect and must be used in conjunction with manual checks. The 
W3C maintains the Complete List of Web Accessibility Tools at its Web Accessibility 
Initiative Site.  The list includes more than one hundred automated tools for transforming 
documents and checking accessibility.  Further investigation of these automated tools will 
facilitate future web site redesign projects.   
 In this case study, we describe how to leverage existing content by eliminating 
legacy code, applying external style sheets and using include scripts for repetitive header, 
navigation and footer sections. The resulting design is ten times smaller, ten times faster, 
easier to update, forward-compatible with new technologies, and conforms to W3C 
Priority 1 accessibility guidelines.  The global hierarchical navigation reveals content, 
increases usability, and ensures visual consistency. The resulting design, with its 
increased usability and simplified update process provides a powerful way for the library 
to communicate with its patrons. 
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Appendix A 
 
Cynthia Analysis of original home page 3/9/2007 
 
508 Standards, Section 1194.22, (a)  
A text equivalent for every non-text element shall be provided (e.g., via "alt", 
"longdesc", or in element content).  
Rule: 1.1.1 - All IMG elements are required to contain either the alt or the longdesc 
attribute.  
Warning - IMG Element found at Line: 57, Column: 17 contains the 'alt' attribute 
with an empty value. Please verify that this image is only used for spacing or design 
and has no meaning.  
Warning - IMG Element found at Line: 69, Column: 17 contains the 'alt' attribute 
with an empty value. Please verify that this image is only used for spacing or design 
and has no meaning.  
Failure - IMG Element at Line: 180, Column: 79  
Failure - IMG Element at Line: 186, Column: 121  
Failure - IMG Element at Line: 206, Column: 29  
Failure - IMG Element at Line: 261, Column: 62  
Failure - IMG Element at Line: 269, Column: 93  
Failure - IMG Element at Line: 279, Column: 13  
Failure - IMG Element at Line: 293, Column: 11  
Failure - IMG Element at Line: 315, Column: 19  
Rule: 1.1.8 - All AREA elements are required to contain the alt attribute.  
Failure - AREA Element at Line: 46, Column: 7  
Failure - AREA Element at Line: 47, Column: 7  
Failure - AREA Element at Line: 48, Column: 7  
Failure - AREA Element at Line: 49, Column: 7  
Failure - AREA Element at Line: 50, Column: 7  
Failure - AREA Element at Line: 52, Column: 7  
Failure - AREA Element at Line: 53, Column: 7  
Failure - AREA Element at Line: 54, Column: 7  
Failure - AREA Element at Line: 55, Column: 7  
Failure - AREA Element at Line: 56, Column: 7  
Failure - AREA Element at Line: 63, Column: 7  
Failure - AREA Element at Line: 65, Column: 7  
Failure - AREA Element at Line: 66, Column: 7  
Failure - AREA Element at Line: 67, Column: 7  
Failure - AREA Element at Line: 68, Column: 7  
Failure - AREA Element at Line: 282, Column: 13  
Failure - AREA Element at Line: 283, Column: 13  
Failure - AREA Element at Line: 284, Column: 13  
Failure - AREA Element at Line: 295, Column: 13 
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Appendix B 
  
Durham County Library Web Site Directory Structure 3/27/2007 
 
? _TEST 
o Copies of all files on server as of January 27, 2007 
? about 
o about_index.php 
o board.php 
o contacts.php 
o enews_subscribe.php 
o e-notices.php 
o friends_index.php 
o friendsMemberApp.doc 
o friendsMemberApp.pdf 
o index.php 
o news_index.php 
o sale.php 
o standards.php 
o strat_plan.php
 
? archived 
o 8 subfiles 
o 3 other objects 
? calendar 
o eventscalendar.cfm 
? community 
o com_index.php 
? css 
o library2.css 
o library2_menu.css 
? dcrhp 
o images/ 
? 112 objects 
o 66 .htm files 
? drt 
o images/ 
? author_photo.jpg 
? drtlogo300w.jpg 
? drtlogomission.jpg 
? lastshotcoverlighten.jpg 
? logoforweb.jpg 
? logoforweb_shadow.jpg 
o darcy_frey.html 
o description.html 
o discussion_dates.html 
o excerpts.html 
o LastShotQuestions.pdf 
o programs.html 
o reviews.html 
o sponsors.html 
o whatDRT.html 
? images 
o 623 images 
? js 
o library2_menu1.js 
o library2_menu2.js 
? locations 
o Brag.php 
o Er.php 
o index.php 
o Locations_index.php 
o Main.php 
o Maindir.php 
o Mdt.php 
o Mdtdir.php 
o Nr.php 
o Park.php 
o S.php 
o Sdir.php 
o Slw.php 
? lynx_help 
o 1 subfolder 
o 3 other objects 
? map 
o index11_8.html 
50 
o libraryBranches_v2.xml 
? menus 
o menu_about.php 
o menu_av.php 
o menu_children.php 
o menu_collections.php 
o menu_community.php 
o menu_da.php 
o menu_espanol.php 
o menu_home.php 
o menu_locations.php 
o menu_outreach.php 
o menu_plicies.php 
o menu_readers.php 
o menu_reference.php 
o menu_reference.php 
o menu_services.php 
o menu-ya.php
? ncc 
o aboutncc/ 
o contact/ 
o dclhist/ 
o hsites/ 
o images/ 
o manuscripts/ 
o ncgen/ 
o oralhist/ 
o photarch/ 
o ackmain.htm 
o contact.htm 
o index.html 
o index_orig.html 
o index11302006.html 
o indexold.html
? personality 
o 5 subdirectories 
? photoarch 
o 1625 objects 
? policies 
o 46 objects 
? pr 
o events/ 
? 28 objects 
o images/ 
? 128 objects 
o childcal.html 
o news.htm 
o program.html 
o 15 other objects 
? PressReleases 
o 3 objects 
? reference 
o archive_reference/ 
? 39 objects 
o awards.php 
o business.php 
o college.php 
o consumer.php 
o entertainment.php 
o gardening.php 
o genealogy.php 
o generalref.php 
o geography.php 
o government.php 
o health.php 
o jobs.php 
o legal.php 
o libraries.php 
o literature.php 
o magnews.php 
o nclive.php 
o nonprofits.php 
o parenting.php 
o phonebooks.php 
o reference_index.php 
o science.php 
o searching.php 
o sports.php 
o travel.php 
o 14 other objects 
? sample 
o 8 objects 
? services 
o av/ 
? av_index.php 
? limits.php 
? links.php 
? newacq.php 
? rental.php 
? what.php 
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o children/ 
? 1st.php 
? 2nd.php 
? 3rd.php 
? 4th.php 
? 5th.php 
? 6th.php 
? apb.php 
? caregiver.php 
? children_index.php 
? ELCC.php 
? kidsite.php 
? lists.php 
? search.php 
o collections/ 
? collections_index.php 
? wheeler.php 
o espanol/ 
? bienvenido.php 
? checar.php 
? computadores.php 
? enlaces.php 
? index.php 
? localidades_horarios.ph
p 
? ninos.php 
o outreach/ 
? bookmobile.php 
? bookmobile_hist.php 
? bookmobile_schedule.php 
? bookmobile_serv.php 
? oasis.php 
? outreach_index.php 
? sites.php 
o readers/ 
? aa.php 
? bibs.php 
? gen_fic.php 
? horror.php 
? insp.php 
? mys.php 
? ol_advisor.php 
? prform.php 
? readers_index.php 
? rom.php 
? sff.php 
? west.php 
o ya/ 
? ya_index.php ? ya_links.php 
o services_index.php 
? staff 
o 40 objects 
? Stats 
o stats.html 
? test 
o 9 objects 
? training 
o 65 objects 
? Trash 
o 19 objects 
? webpacj 
o dynix/ 
? 2 subdirectories 
o webdocs/ 
? 10 objects 
o 8 other objects 
• footer.php 
• header.php 
• index.php 
• 47 other objects (.doc, .htm, .gif, .php, .ico, .pdf) 
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Appendix C 
 
What Every Web Site Owner Should Know About Standards:  
A Web Standards Primer 
Accessibility  
— Because Web standards incorporate and support accessibility compliance, a standards-
compliant Web site is one step closer to accessibility compliance. By making your site 
accessible to the millions of people affected by disabilities, you can increase your 
customer base. In many jurisdictions, accessible sites are mandated by law.  
Device independence  
— By employing the most recent standards for CSS, you can make it possible for your 
Web page content to be accessed by different browsers and devices — for example, the 
same Web site can be usable on both a cell phone and a fancy new computer.  
Faster page loads  
— The brevity and clarity of standards-compliant code lowers the file size of Web pages 
(also called page weight), resulting in pages that load faster, giving your users a better 
experience.  
Lower bandwidth usage  
— You pay for the bandwidth to deliver your information. You can lower bandwidth 
costs by reducing any unnecessary information your Web site sends to your audience. 
Studies have shown that using modern, standards-based design methods can reduce the 
weight of a site by 25% to 50%.  
Ease of maintenance  
— The separation of structure and presentation encouraged by standards allows site-wide 
changes to be made by editing a single style sheet. Without standards, the same change 
would have to be made on every page of the site.  
Improved User Experience  
— Non-standard code can make it impossible for people using less common platforms, 
devices or user agents to access your site's content. If your Web site conforms to 
standards then your content is available to all Web users (your potential customers).  
More compatibility and less lock-in  
— A site or application that is written to a standard uses a well-defined technology and 
can be easily checked for compatibility with other products. Applications developed 
using non-standard or proprietary code can lock companies into using the application's 
technology because of the cost and difficulty of finding compatible products and 
technologies.  
Planning for growth in the future  
— Web standards at all levels are designed to work together in an extensible manner with 
future growth in mind. Standards-compliance is a sound and sensible way to invest in 
Web development projects with room to grow and adapt to future needs.  
More flexibility in selecting a vendor or Web staff  
— With a standards-compliant site, any Web author or vendor with access to the 
standards specifications should be able to step in without having to unravel non-standard 
code introduced by previous authors.  
 
MACCAWS ... Making A Commercial Case for Adopting Web Standards, 2004 
(Creative Commons License, Attribution - Non Commercial - Share Alike 2.0) 
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Appendix D 
 
Redesigned Web Site Cognitive Walkthrough and Evaluation 
 
Scenario A. 
 
Annette has recently moved to Durham.  She is a young mother with two children 
ages three and eight.  The eight-year old is in second grade.  Anne lives on N. 
Roxboro Rd near West Point on the Eno City Park. 
 
1. What is the nearest library branch and what are the hours of operation? 
 
2. What books are recommended by the library for her second-grader? 
 
3.  Are there computers with internet access that she and her second-grader can 
use? 
 
 
 
Scenario B. 
 
Bob has just finished reading Unwound, by Jonathan Baine.  He enjoyed it. 
 
1. Does the library have other books by Jonathan Baine? 
 
2. Can the library recommend other authors he might also enjoy reading? 
 
3.  For what time period can he borrow a book? 
 
 
 
Scenario C. 
 
Chris is high-school senior who needs information for a project about modern-
day Germany.  Chris reads at an 8th grade level and learns more efficiently from 
audio-visual materials rather than written materials.  However, references to 
written materials must be included in the project’s bibliography. 
 
1.  Are there videotapes or dvds that could be useful for the project? 
 
2.  For what time period can a video be borrowed? 
 
3.  Chris also needs instructions for filling out a federal income tax return.   
 
For items 4 – 6, consider all the scenario tasks. 
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4.  It is clear on the homepage what would be the best first link to choose. 
__90-100% of the time 
__75-89% of the time 
__50-74% of the time 
__less than 50% of the time 
 
5.  There is a clear and efficient route between the homepage and the 
information needed. 
__90-100% of the time 
__75-89% of the time 
__50-74% of the time 
__less than 50% of the time 
 
6.  Information is correct and current. 
__90-100% of the time 
__75-89% of the time 
__50-74% of the time 
__less than 50% of the time 
  
  
Rate the web site before and after versions on a scale of 1-10;  
1 = poor, 10 = excellent. 
 
Original Design  
Visual consistency: poor                                                                          excellent            1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10 
Navigation: poor                                                                          excellent            1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10 
Findability: poor                                                                          excellent            1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10 
 
New Design  
Visual consistency: poor                                                                          excellent            1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10 
Navigation: poor                                                                          excellent            1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10 
Findability: poor                                                                          excellent            1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10 
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Appendix E 
 
Enlarged Website Diagram 
Note:  File names are in the domain www.durhamcountylibrary.org  
except * which are in a other domains. 
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